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The comparison of preoperative education and oral midazolam for

reducing anxiety in children candidates for adenotonsillectomy

Introduction

As regard to plurality of adenotonsillectomy surgery in 2 to 10 years old children that are

done in pediatric surgery centers, their anxiety can increase the complications of surgery and

anesthesia. The lack of awareness among patients about surgery interventions and anesthesia,

it results to increase their stress. Premedication with midazolam decreases the patient's

anxiety; in some articles have found that with understandable pre-operative training to

children in different ways, it reduces anxiety. The aim of this study is training children with

giving a booklet about the anesthesia in one group and oral midazolam to another group and

comparison their behavioral reactions.

Material and Methods

This clinical trial was conducted on 48 children undergoing surgery. Children in the first

group (midazolam group) were prepared for surgery (without training) routinely. In the

second group (training group) the children were given a booklet containing information about

anesthesia and operating room in the pre-operative visit the night before surgery. The night

before and morning of surgery in both groups were measured the anxiety level of patients

with STAIC questionnaire and the results were analyzed with SPSS statistical soft ware.

Results

In this study, 45.8% of receiving booklet group and 58.3% of midazolam group was boy. The

average age in the group receiving manual was 9.12±1.72 year and in midazolam group was

8.45±1.86 year. In this study was observed that booklet reduces the amount of confusion and

fear before surgery and pre-operative comfort level increases, whereas midazolam only could

increases the pre-operative relaxation rate in children. In this study was observed that

midazolam controlled heart rate and blood pressure more than booklet and this control was

significant statistically. It was also observed that the booklet was not anxious lower compared

to the group receiving midazolam significantly.

Conclusion

The results showed that the Pre-operative education by booklet can reduce anxiety in children

as much as premedication with midazolam before adenotonsillectomy surgery.
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